Head unit wiring diagram

This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and researchers who validated it for
accuracy and comprehensiveness. This article has been viewed , times. Learn more Do your car
speakers make music sound muted and dull? If you install a car radio head unit you should hear
an improvement. You'll need to make sure you get the right parts, remove your old unit, and
connect the new unit to your car. Soon, your speakers will start sounding great again. Every day
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are all learning and adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your
support helps wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our
trusted brand of instructional content with millions of people all over the world. Please consider
making a contribution to wikiHow today. We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us
to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our
work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private
browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an
account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree
to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article
Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Part 1 of
Purchase all the necessary parts. Depending on whether you are upgrading to an aftermarket
head unit or simply replacing the old one with another OEM original equipment manufacturer
unit, you may have to have some additional hardware. This could include things such as a dash
kit, wiring harness, or antenna adapter. Unplug your battery terminals. You do not want the
system to have live power while you are making your connections. Turn the vehicle off and
remove the cables from your battery. Take your car radio head unit out of the dash. A vehicle
repair manual is highly recommended. Also, the vehicle specific kit will contain detailed
information on radio removal. Removal of dashboard components may be required, and if you
don't know how to remove the parts properly, permanent damage may occur. In some cases,
you may find two pairs of holes or slots on the left and right of the face of the radio. These are
called "key holes" and will require a special tool that can be purchased at most car audio stores
or online to release the head unit. Disconnect the car radio head unit wiring. With most
harnesses, you will have to squeeze a clip or two for the harness to release from the radio. Make
sure that you examine the harness before pulling on it. Be sure the harness you purchased fits
the vehicle harness. If it doesn't, take the radio to a car audio shop and have them locate the
correct harness adapter. Disconnect the antenna usually a thick black wire but can also be a
thick single wire. Using a pair of pliers at the base of the wire may help. Make sure you are
pulling on the connector and not the wire as this will cause signal loss. Part 2 of Assemble the
dash kit according to the appropriate instructions. Use either the cage mount method which
involves using the metal sleeve that goes around your radio or the ISO mount method which
involves using the screws that were included with the radio. Do not cut an ISO Mount kit and
install the metal radio sleeve! If you cannot find the screws you can usually purchase them at
your local car audio shop. Make sure they do not exceed the maximum limits the manufacturer
specifies or you will damage the radio. Wire up the new radio's harness. Attach it to the harness
you purchased making sure to match the colors exactly including the color of the stripe i. Strip
approximately two inches insulation off of all of the wires and twist matching wires together.
This provides superior surface area connection to crimping and more flexibility than soldering.
Cover the splice with electrical tape or a twist on wire nut If you have any trouble matching the
wires, follow the steps provided with the wiring harness adapter. The wires on the harness
adapter and plug are usually color coded or tagged for easy identification and matching. Some
solder has lead in it, so avoid breathing in the fumes when you solder. Connect the factory
wiring. Connect the wiring harness you prepared and the antenna. Make sure after you connect
the wiring that the radio works properly. This way you can find any wiring or radio problems
before you reassemble everything. Connect to the radio's wiring harness or harness adapter
directly to the vehicle's wiring harness. It is designed to simply plug in. Connect the antenna
wire to the back of the radio. This rarely, but occasionally, requires an adapter. Put the new car
radio head unit into the dash. This step will vary depending on what kind of head unit you have
chosen, but instructions will be provided with your unit. If the unit does not fit into the same
space, it should have come with a modification kit to make it fit properly. If your kit did not come
with this, you should purchase one from your nearest car stereo retailer. Reassemble the
dashboard. Now that your head unit is back in, you can put your interior back together. Be sure
to replace all clips and screws in the proper place and order. Do not force anything that doesn't
fit. Consult your service manual if there are any portions of the dash that you are unsure how to

install. Reconnect battery terminals. It is time to enjoy your new audio system! Part 3 of Plug in
the remote turn-on wire. If you have an amp in your system you want to make sure that you wire
it in as well. The remote turn-on wire is very important. It tells your amp when the car is on or off
and prevents the amp from draining your battery. This wire will either plug directly into the back
of your head unit, or need to be connected to the power supply to the head unit or another
power supply. Plug in the RCA cables. RCA cables are the insulated cables that transmit the
sound signal from your head unit to the amp. They should plug into the RCA ports on your head
unit. Set the gain on your amp. It is important to make sure that your amp and head unit are
working well together. You need to reset the gain on your amp to compliment your new head
unit. Test for this with a voltmeter, obviously this is on all the time black to an earth chassis
maybe and red to probe each of the pins once you find the constant 12v then you can look for
the other switch 12v ignition when you turn the key to the on position and test by turning the
ignition key off. Yes No. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. Try online shopping sites, specifically those
selling automobile-related products. Depending on the model of your car, i. Not Helpful 0
Helpful 0. Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By
using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Make sure you have all the
tools for the job before you start. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. After installing your new radio, you
may be able to recoup some of the cost of the new radio by selling your original factory radio.
Online auction sites, such as eBay, are great places to sell these items. Wiring diagrams are
very useful when wiring the harness. Websites like Work with an experienced buddy to make
things go faster and more smoothly. Any wiring not taped properly or left uninsulated could
short, causing failure of your unit or possibly fire. Helpful 15 Not Helpful 2. If you are plan to
install a new amp the process is a bit more involved. You can see How to Install an Amplifier.
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1,, times. Learn more This will involve disassembling your dashboard and running multiple
wires from the head of your vehicle to the sub in the trunk or under your front seat. You may
need to purchase additional speaker wire or RCA cables outside of your wiring kit. Consult your
manual before ripping any fabric up. If you want to wire an amp to a sub and head unit, start by
turning your vehicle off and popping the hood. Then, poke a hole in the rubber next to your
firewall and feed the power cable through the hole with a wire coat hanger. Finally, hide the
power cable under the floor mats and run it along the floor to the back of the vehicle so you can
connect it to the amp. For tips on mounting the head unit before installing the subwoofer and
amp, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people
around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar
contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please
consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work
in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
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Summary. Method 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used by other entities without
the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Turn your vehicle off and pop the hood. Do not put
the keys in the ignition; your vehicle cannot be running when you run your power cable and
hook up your head unit, amp, and sub. Press the button or pull the lever in your vehicle to
unlatch the hood from the engine. Raise the hood of your vehicle and lock it in place. Doing this
indoors will make it easier to stay cool and keep track of things. Use a socket wrench to
unscrew the bolt on the terminal by turning your wrench counter clockwise. The positive
terminal usually has a red cover as well. You may need a socket wrench extender to reach the
bolt on the terminal. Connect a power cable to the positive terminal of your vehicle battery. Pop
the cover and unscrew the bolt on your positive terminal. With the bolt removed, slide the open
loop of your power cable over the screw for your positive terminal. Reattach the bolt with a
socket wrench to secure the loop to the battery. It used electricity from the battery to turn the
amp on and off. Power cables for vehicle audio systems are usually red. Poke a hole in the

rubber next to your firewall to feed the power wire through. Use a small knife to poke a hole
right next to the opening where all of the other wires in your vehicle feed into the vehicle. On
most vehicles, the wires run to the glove box on the opposite side of the engine. If the opening
is sealed, poke a hole in the firewall with a small knife. It is called a firewall because it is
designed to stop a fire if one starts in your engine. On some vehicles, there will be a cover or
plastic wring around the opening where your wires run. If this is the case, either remove the cap
or push your wires down a little bit to make room for the power cable. Unwind a wire coat
hanger to make your cable feed. You can do this by hand or use wire cutters to clip the hook
and untwist the neck. Loop the end to form a small circle and thread the free end of your power
cable through it. Once the power cable is running through the hook, squeeze the hook together
so that it closes around the power cord. If you have a really stiff power cable, you can skip this
step and try to thread it through the firewall by hand. Slide your power wire through the firewall
with the coat hanger. Use your wire hanger to slide the power cable through the hole that you
made. Open your passenger-side door and find the wire from inside. Pull it through and unhook
the wire hanger. Install your fuse holder by cutting the wire and mounting it near the engine. If
your audio system came with a fuse holder, clip and expose the power cable 2â€”12 inches 5.
Use wire cutters to cut the cable where you want to install the fuse holder and the strip the
plastic coating off of each end with the smaller opening at the end of the wire cutters. Slide each
exposed section into the opening of your fuse holder and tighten the slots with an Allen wrench
or socket wrench. This will keep the system safe if you ever experience electrical problems with
your vehicle. Most fuse holders have a clip that will attach it to the trim under the windshield.
Mount the wire under your windshield with zip ties. Lift the cable near the battery up to the trim
and find the other wires running towards your glovebox. Use zip ties to tie the power cable to
the other wires. If the wires are well hidden or you drive a compact vehicle, you may have a little
trouble reaching these cables. If you have a cable cover or concealer with your audio wiring kit,
feel free to follow those directions instead. Hide your power cable along the floor to run it to the
back of your vehicle. Either slide the power cable underneath the plastic covers in between the
passenger-side doors and seats or hide it under the floor mats. Run the cable all the way to the
back of the vehicle or into the trunk so you can connect it to the amp. Some vehicles have a
plastic slot where you can thread a wire into the trunk. Method 2 of Disassemble your center
console to remove the factory head unit. Once your factory head unit is exposed, slide it out or
unscrew it before pressing the release clip to pop the wire harness off. The wire harness is the
small set of slots that bring all of your individual wires into the right slots on your head unit.
You usually start on the bottom of the dashboard where your cup holders or stick shift are.
Match the colors for each wire together on the new head unit. Depending on your audio system,
you will either be connecting a new head unit to the old wire harness or attaching a new wire
harness to your preexisting wire harness. Either slide your new head unit directly into the wire
harness while matching the corresponding colors together or use wire strippers to expose the
wires on each corresponding pair and twist the exposed part to tighten it. Slide each set of
exposed wires into a butt connector and use a crimp tool to set the wire in place. Use a zip tie to
tighten bundles of cords together and make things easier. Cap any exposed wires with small pig
tails by trimming them with wire cutters. Twist the pig tail on top of the exposed wire until it
catches. Connect your line out converter to the head unit. A subwoofer and an amp run on a
different voltage than your speakers and head unit. To compensate, connect a line out converter
to your head unit by connecting the right channel and left channel in the line converter to the
right channel and the left channel in the head unit with RCA cables. Connect the other cables as
stated in your instruction manual for the audio system. You probably need to use RCA cables to
connect the head unit to the line out converter. You may need to plug a cable into the output
port on the head unit and run it into the input port on the line out converter. Run the blue cable
to the amp on the opposite side of the vehicle. Your line out converter comes with a blue
connection cable. This cable relays information from your line out converter to your amplifier.
Leave the blue cord next to the red power cord. Method 3 of Either find an unpainted, metal
surface in your vehicle and mount the grounding loop to the metal or rip up a piece of fabric in
an inconspicuous area to expose the metal underneath. You cannot attach the wire to a painted
surface. Use sandpaper to remove paint from a small section of metal if you need to. Connect
your line out converter to the amplifier. Set your amplifier down near the area where it is
grounded to the chassis. Sometimes, all 3 of these cables are bundled together. Connect the
power cord to the opposite side of the amplifier. Hook up the red power cable from the battery
to the amplifier. If the open end of your power cable is a loop and the opening for your power
cable is a slot, use wire cutters to strip the end of the cable and expose a 0. Slide it into the
opening and press down on the latch to close the connection. Then, tighten the cap over the
loop to set it in place. Connect the subwoofer RCA cables to the amplifier. Connect the left

channel on the subwoofer to the left channel on the amplifier and the right channel on the
subwoofer to the right channel on the amplifier. If there is a separate power cord for the sub,
you may need to attach this to the amp as well. Reconnect your battery and test the system.
Before you reassemble your dashboard, reconnect the negative battery terminal. Turn your
volume knob all the way down and then start your vehicle. Try playing some music. Slowly turn
the volume up. If you hear your music, go ahead and turn the vehicle off before reinstalling the
dashboard using the same clips and parts. If the audio sounds distorted, check your line out
converter to make sure that your connections are clean. Most subwoofers will need at least a
gauge speaker wire to function without overheating the wire. However, if you have a powerful
sub, or you plan to draw a lot of power from your amp, use gauge wire to be sure that it can
withstand the load. Not Helpful 12 Helpful 0. To wire an amp, you'll need to connect it to your
vehicle's battery. Make sure the engine is off and disconnect the negative terminal. Then,
connect a power cable to the bolt of the positive terminal. Feed the power cord through the
vehicle, hiding it in the plastic panels along the floor, until it reaches the trunk. You can then
plug the cord into your amp to power it. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 0. You'll need to connect your
subwoofer to an amplifier that's connected to a power supply. Run the power cables from the
amp to your vehicle's battery. Then, connect the RCA cables of the subwoofer to the amplifier. If
your subwoofer has a separate power cord, attach it to the amp as well in the appropriate slot.
Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0. The wires are not grounded properly, check to make sure the surface is
clean, unpainted metal. Not Helpful 6 Helpful I have a Pioneer deck, amp, and kicker, installed to
shut off from the battery. The sub cuts on and off at high volume when I use the auxiliary cord
to phone. How do I fix this? That could mean your amp cannot handle the sub. Another
important factor to consider is Ohms. If you have a 2 ohm sub and a 4 ohm amp it won't
produce enough power to properly power the sub. Not Helpful 3 Helpful You should be able to
connect it to the auxiliary on the back of the stereo unit. Not Helpful 3 Helpful 9. What would
cause my sub to kick in when radio is on and stop working when I change source to CD? The
remote antenna power wire is responsible for the antenna coming out of a car with a retractable
antenna. Remove the wire and find the correct remote amp, then turn on wire or ignition wire to
the vehicle. Not Helpful 16 Helpful I cannot turn it up any higher than halfway without my amp
going into protective mode. What would cause this? This could be caused by a bad ground. Run
yourself a good wire for ground directly to the chassis. Not Helpful 3 Helpful 4. What if I bought
my radio harness to fit my truck only? Will the wires still match up on the aftermarket radio I
purchased? Yes, you can. It will just plug into your truck and then connect color coordinated
wires. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 2. Unanswered Questions. How do I wire an amp to a sub together
and have them work? What do I do if I'm not getting sound from my car's radio but the amp and
speakers are getting power? What other outlet should I use if I only have one sub woofer outlet?
Is there a specific use the output RCA cable has for this unit? Did I need to put fuse between the
first and second battery? Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. By using t
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